Selected English Songs
and Ballads

J. BLUMENTHAL
LIFE
Also
TH. BONHEUR
THE CLANG OF THE HAMMER
Baritone
H. GRAY
PURPLE HEATHER
Soprano in E flat, M. Soprano in C
P. RODNEY
CLANG OF THE FORGE
Baritone in F, Alto in B flat
J. SARJEANT
BLOW, BLOW, THOU WINTER WIND
Baritone in B minor, M. Soprano in C minor, Alto in B minor
LESLIE STUART
THE BANDOLEERO
Baritone in G minor, Bass in F minor
CHAS. H. SHEPHERD
ONLY A PAIR OF BLUE EYES
Soprano in D flat, M. Soprano in E flat
FRED. CLAY
THE SANDS O' DEE
Soprano in B flat, M. Soprano in C
MAUD Y. WHITE
HOW DO I LOVE THEE
M. Soprano or Baritone
THOS. MORLEY
IT WAS A LOVER AND HIS LASS
Soprano or Tenor
HENRY SOMERSET
ECHO
Soprano in A, M. Soprano in F
L. DENZA
NOCTURNE
Soprano in G, M. Soprano in D flat
FRANCES ALLITSEN
A SONG OF THANKSGIVING
(Organ ad lib.)
Soprano in D, M. Soprano in C, Alto in B flat
H. GRAY
THE GOLDEN PATHWAY
Soprano in F, M. Soprano in E flat, Alto in C
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